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Abstract— The wind-solar-battery hybrid power supply system can make full use of the local wind and solar 

resources. Such a distributed generation supply system is mentioned in detail in this paper. By analysing different energy 

storage systems and their components a hybrid renewable storage system is configured and its characteristics is analysed. 

This paper shows the initial results of using renewable hybrid systems specially designed for isolated areas like highways, 

focusing attention on reliability, efficiency and expansion flexibility 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

  Energy is the major input for the economic development of any country. Global warming is one of the major 

threat that we are facing today. To reduce the emissions of CO2 in the atmosphere conventional source of energy must be 

switched with alternative source of energy like wind, solar etc. In recent years advance materials and ow costs have been 

making them more attractive. Hybrid wind turbine and photovoltaic modules offer great reliability. One source example is 

that on a windy stormy day there will be less amount of sunlight and it is more likely that there will be more wind energy 

when compared to solar energy which to make up for the loss in solar energy. To collect wind energy, wind turbines are 

used which are made up of D.C generators with mechanical model. To acquire solar energy, we use photo-voltaic cell 

made up of amorphous silicon module, very rigid, high thermal stability. A high end high frequency charging technique 

will be employed to charge the battery. Multilevel charging system enhances the project to high end usage. All these data’s 

will be presented on the PC screen for further research as database. Acquired light, wind, and voltage, current, power will 

be displayed on the PC screen as numerical value as well as graphical representation along with continuous database. 

 

II.THEORITICAL ANALYSIS 
 

A. INTRODUCTION TO ENERGY SCENARIO 
 

Solar energy and wind energy are the real and unpolluted energy forever. Demand of electrical energy and less 

availability of present resources, we need to develop a system which will be efficient to produce more electrical energy by 

accepting natural resources like sunlight, wind, hydro etc. Using of existing sensors, embedded technology and mechanical 

designs, we can improve the energy saving system. One-time investment will lead good payback. The status of village 

electrification with total number of villages in y-axis is shown in Fig.2. Below. 

 

 
Fig.2. Village electrification 
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B. MAJOR POWER GENERATION 

 

Renewable resources of energy in India are natural resources that can be refilled by natural processes at a rate 

analogous or faster than its speed of consumption by humans. Solar radiation, tides, winds and hydroelectricity are 

permanent resources and are considered as renewable resources of energy as they do not have the hazard of non-

availability. Renewable resources may also mean commodities such as wood, paper, and leather, if harvesting is performed 

in a sustainable manner. Some natural renewable resources of energy in India include geothermal power, fresh water, 

timber, and biomass. A life cycle evaluation provides a systematic means of estimating renew ability of these resources. 

The term renewable resources have an implication of sustainability of the natural environment. Unlike fossil fuels, a 

renewable resource can have a sustainable yield. Major power generation energy resources with power capacity is 

mentioned in the table below 

 

III. OPERATION 
 

A. STAGE 1 
 

The wind turbine which generates power through the energy in the wind called as kinetic energy turns the turbine 

blade around the rotor creating mechanical energy which produces 24volts, 1ampere. Thus, voltage is produced from wind 

can be 24watts in case of maximum energy produced. Likewise, the solar panel is also simultaneously generating power 

with the help of photovoltaic effect. Both these devices are separately being connected to polarity controller; it is nothing 

but a diode of 0.7volts. From the polarity controller connection is given to the embedded microcontroller here 

PIC16F877A is used as it has many advantages. Circuit diagram with a turbine and a solar panel is shown in Fig.3.1 and in 

Fig.3.2 

 

 
 

Fig.3.1 Wind mill connected to PIC16FF877A 

 

 
 

 

 Fig.3.2 Solar panel connected to PIC16F877A 
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B. STAGE 2 
The microcontroller has two inputs they are wind sensor and light intensity sensor given in the respected units. 

The output is given through RS232 interface with the circuit of MAX232 by the embedded microcontroller PIC16F877A 

to the computer for the display purpose. Some of the parameters are displayed in the computer with the help of software 

used. Embedded system is the unit controls the switching circuits and the relay driver circuit. Another connection from 

the polarity controller is being given to the switching circuits. Switching circuit is then passed by diode to the relay, from 

the relay circuits where there are three relays used for charging. it is given to the multilevel charging battery. The batteries 

can be 3v, 6v, 9v, 12v etc. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

The proposed system presented below is tested with the implementation of an experimental prototype, and the 

performance of the system is consistently checked and verified. The experimental waveforms are obtained with the 

experimental prototype operating with the nominal input voltage. The output voltage could be seen through the output 

screen using a PC. The software used to show the output analysis on pc is visual basic. The output is shown in Fig.4.1.  

Fig.4.2. and in Fig4.3. 

 

 
 

Fig.4.1 Zero Power generation 

 

    
 

 Fig.4.2. Net power of 263 Watt/hour is generated. 
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         Fig.4.3. Net power of 12289 Watt/hour is generated 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 
Thus, from the above results we can observe that the energy from the various storage systems have been obtained 

can be seen visually using the software visual basic.  The separate values of each energy obtained is been displayed and 

hence the respective current and power values are hence being calculated from that. The variations in the energy obtained 

can be visually seen on screen and a record of the values are been saved. At last even the net power of the combined 

energies is also being displayed for reference.  
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